


Wine is our life.  It’s an OBSESSION.
 

Wines Of California, USA 

For decades, the Kautz Family has been devoted to sustainably growing the
highest-quality, most delicious grapes anywhere in the Lodi appellation and Sierra foothills 

and crafting approachable wines perfect to share with family and friends.
 

There are two wines in the OBSESSION portfolio: the rare and delectable SYMPHONY and the 
racy, spicy RED BLEND. Both are sure to occupy your thoughts to the point of distraction.

 
OBSESSION SYMPHONY is made from a wine grape crossing of Grenache Gris and Muscat of 

Alexandria and was developed in 1948 by UC Davis professor, Dr. Harold Olmo. 
The Kautz Family has the most significant plantings of this unique and seductive variety.

 
Captivating aromas of gardenia, honeysuckle and star jasmine lead to remarkably full flavors 
… passion fruit, pineapple, lychee, peaches, ginger … slightly fruity, not cloying, nicely acidic … 

time for another sip!
 

Seared sea scallops, gooey triple cream or savory bleu cheeses, spicy cuisine – vindaloo and 
pad Thai come to mind – are unbelievable pairings. 

On its own, OBSESSION SYMPHONY  is an ideal aperitif.
 

⦁  ⦁  ⦁  ⦁  ⦁
 

OBSESSION RED BLEND is synergy in a bottle – a careful selection of only the best black-
skinned fruit from the Kautz Family’s estate vineyards in Lodi and the Sierra foothills, two 

distinct terroirs that make beautiful wine together. Lodi’s sandy loam soils and Mediterranean 
climate afford earthy characteristics while the volcanic soils in the Sierra foothills 

impart minerality and spice.
 

Aged in French oak prior to bottling, OBSESSION RED BLEND has incredible notes of black 
and blue fruit, baking spices, mint, chocolate and vanilla wrapped in velvety tannins. Full-

bodied and rich, a perfect steak lover’s wine or the right call for wild mushroom risotto, truffle 
fries or a cheeseburger smothered with caramelized onions and bacon.
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